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Survey researchers have been investigating alternative approaches to reduce data collection costs while mitigating the risk of nonresponse bias or to produce more accurate estimates within the same budget. Responsive or adaptive design has been suggested as one means for doing this. Falling survey response rates and the need to find effective ways of implementing responsive design has focused attention on the relationship between response rates and nonresponse bias. In our article, we re-examine the data compiled by Groves and Peytcheva (2008) in their influential article and show there is an important between-study component of variance in addition to the within-study variance highlighted in the original analysis. We also show that theory implies that raising response rates can help reduce the nonresponse bias on average across the estimates within a study. We then propose a typology of response propensity models that help explain the empirical findings, including the relative weak relationship between nonresponse rates and nonresponse bias. Using these results, we explore when responsive design tools such as switching modes, giving monetary incentives, and increasing the level of effort are likely to be effective. We conclude with some comments on the use of responsive design and weighting to control nonresponse bias.
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1. Introduction

Responsive and adaptive survey designs are attempts to cope with a survey climate characterized by declining budgets, rising costs, and falling response rates (Tourangeau et al. 2017). The good news is that, to date, there is little evidence that falling response rates have had large effect on the quality of survey estimates. For example, Silver (2014) reports that polls done in the last three weeks of an election campaign were about as accurate in 2012 as in 2000, despite the steep fall in response rates over that period. Silver examined polls on presidential, gubernatorial, senatorial, and House races and in each case the accuracy was essentially flat over those twelve years.

In this article, we focus on the application of responsive or adaptive design to reduce nonresponse bias. While there are other reasons for using such designs, mitigating nonresponse bias has been the central issue in this since responsive design was first introduced by Groves and Heeringa (2006). To accomplish this, understanding the relationship between nonresponse rates and bias is critical so that responsive data collection approaches can specifically deal with nonresponse bias.
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Several studies have examined the issue of the relationship between nonresponse rates and nonresponse bias, including ones by Keeter and his colleagues (Keeter et al. 2000; Keeter et al. 2006), Curtin et al. (2000), Merkle and Edelman (2002), Groves (2006), and Chun (2009). All of these studies conclude that the relationship between the two is weak. For example, Merkle and Edelman (2002) examined the accuracy of exit polls, comparing the poll results for a precinct to the actual precinct vote shares. Over four elections, the authors found little relationship between response rates at a given precinct and the signed error in the estimates; these correlations ranged from $-0.01$ to $0.10$. But the most influential of these studies is the Groves and Peytcheva (2008) meta-analysis of 59 prior studies that had assessed the level of nonresponse bias in statistics. The studies drew on data from frames, administrative sources, screening interviews, and nonresponse follow-up surveys to characterize the nonrespondents and to estimate the bias in the survey statistics. Figure 2 in their article displays dramatic within-study variation in nonresponse biases. Within a single study, some estimates appear to be nearly unbiased, whereas others are off by as much as 70 to 100 percent. The Groves and Peytcheva (2008) analysis has been used to suggest that the survey response rate is irrelevant or at least problematic (Davern 2013), and that no one number is useful for characterizing the level of nonresponse bias in the estimates from a survey (Groves et al. 2008). If these interpretations of the Groves and Peytcheva findings were valid, then R-indicators (Schouten et al. 2009) and balance indicators (Särndal 2011) would be unable to characterize the nonresponse bias in a study – there is simply too much variation in the biases across the estimates from the same study.

We re-examine the Groves and Peytcheva data and look at both the within- and between-study components of variance in the nonresponse bias estimates in the next section. Our findings are more nuanced and give a different interpretation of the relationship between nonresponse bias and response rates than many researchers have drawn. We find that there is a substantial across-study variation in nonresponse bias along with the large within-study variation already observed.

In the third section of the article, we take a more theoretical perspective on the relationship between nonresponse rates and bias. The approach assumes the response propensities have a specified parametric distribution and then re-expresses the theoretical bias using the assumed model. Under these conditions, we show that higher nonresponse rates are likely to be associated with a higher level of nonresponse bias. We also propose a typology of models for response propensity mechanisms that can be used to describe both the survey process and patterns of nonresponse bias in the estimates. These models help explain the discrepancy between the strong relationship between nonresponse bias and nonresponse rates predicted by theory and the weaker relationship observed in practice.

The fourth section uses the relationships and proposes which responsive design strategies are likely to be effective in reducing nonresponse bias. These strategies include switching modes, providing incentives, and increasing levels of effort. Two-phase sampling also plays an important role in responsive designs because it helps control data collection costs when more costly or additional activities are implemented to reduce nonresponse bias. In this section, we clarify the role of two-phase sampling in responsive design.

The last section summarizes our findings and describes situations in which responsive designs may help reduce nonresponse bias. We also discuss the roles of responsive design and nonresponse weighting adjustments.
2. The Relationship between Nonresponse Rates and Nonresponse Bias: 
   A Second Look

Groves and Peytcheva (2008) examined bias estimates for a total of 959 statistics from 59 surveys. They report “If a naïve OLS regression line were fit [to the 959 estimates] . . . , the \( R^2 \) would be 0.04” (Groves and Peytcheva 2008), implying a correlation between nonresponse bias and nonresponse rate of around 0.20. We re-examine these data here by looking at both the study-level and within-study contributions to the overall nonresponse bias in these data. By including the study-level contribution in the analysis, the importance of a study-level characteristic, including the response rate, can be better evaluated. Furthermore, this analysis helps to understand the potential effectiveness of adaptive designs that aim to increase response rates for a study.

The data set we received from the authors included all 959 bias estimates from 59 studies. Eight hundred and four of the bias estimates involved proportions; most of the rest involved means. We examine the absolute relative bias statistic (hereafter absolute relbias), or the absolute difference between the respondent estimate and the full sample estimate divided by the full sample estimate:

\[
R_i = \frac{|\theta_{ri} - \theta_{ni}|}{\theta_{ni}},
\]

in which \( R_i \) is the absolute relbias for statistic \( i \), \( \theta_{ri} \) is the estimated value for that statistic based on the respondents, and \( \theta_{ni} \) is the full sample estimate.

Looking at all 959 relbias estimates in our data set, we find a weak overall correlation between the absolute relbias statistics and the response rate – the correlation is \(-.200\). This low overall correlation was one of the key findings from Groves and Peytcheva.

The high level of within-study variation in the relbias estimates found by Groves and Peytcheva (2008) does not mean that there is not substantial between-study variation as well. We therefore examined the study-level means and medians of the absolute relbias estimates. We refer to study-level means as average nonresponse bias estimates. For example, if bias estimates (or absolute relbias estimates) are computed for ten estimates for a study, then the mean of these estimates is the average nonresponse bias estimate. The correlation between the study-level mean absolute relbias estimate and the response rate is \(-.357\) and the correlation between the median absolute relbias difference and the response rate is \(-.367\). In other words, the studies do reveal that the study-level nonresponse bias is correlated significantly with the response rate. Table 1 summarizes these findings.

Some of the studies contribute only one or two bias estimates so that the study-level means and medians are highly variable. If we weight each study by the number of bias estimates from the study, the correlations are \(-.412\) for the mean absolute relbias of the estimates and \(-.474\) for the median absolute relbias. Of course, the estimates within a study could be highly intercorrelated, so we also reweighted the study-level means using the average sample size on which the relbias estimates were based as the weight rather than the number of estimates from the study. (The sample sizes varied within study, since not every item applied to every case.) The bottom rows of Table 1 show these results. Again, we find correlations with the study response rates roughly twice those reported in
Groves and Peytcheva (2008) –– 2.494 for the mean relbias and 2.500 for the median relbias. Table 1 also shows the pattern is quite similar if we examine the relationship between the relbias and the inverse of the response rate; it is the inverse of the response rate that, in theory, is related to the level of nonresponse bias (see, for example, Equation 2 below).

Figure 1 depicts these relationships graphically. The top panel of the figure is a bubble plot showing the relationship between the mean absolute relbias and the study response rate. The size of the bubbles in that panel is proportional to the number of relbias estimates from the study. The bottom panel in the figure shows the same data, this time weighting each study by the mean number of cases on which the relbias estimates are based.

One of the apparent conclusions from the Groves and Peytcheva study is that the within-study variation in nonresponse bias is so large that no one number can accurately characterize the overall risk of nonresponse bias in a study. Their analysis did not, however, directly examine the level of between-study variation (Because of sampling error, one would not expect the absolute relbiases or absolute differences to be zero. We redid some of our analyses incorporating a correction for sampling error. These analyses examined the absolute bias in an estimate less the expected absolute difference based on sampling error. This correction factor seemed only to attenuate all the relationships reported here; that is, the correction only muddied the waters.).

The findings in Table 1 support the existence of a substantial study-level component to nonresponse bias. If we do a simple one-way analysis of variance with the relbias estimates as the dependent variable and the studies as the independent variable, the resulting $R^2$ is .233 – that is, variation across studies is responsible for about a quarter of the variation in the absolute relbias estimates. This strongly suggests that nonresponse bias is partly a function of study-level characteristics; the correlational results indicate that one of those study-level characteristics is the study’s response rate. Response rates may not be very good predictors of nonresponse bias, but they are far from irrelevant.

### Table 1. Correlation between response rates and inverse of the response rate and relBias measures at the estimate and study level.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Response rate</th>
<th>1/response rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unweighted estimate-level correlations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate and absolute relbias</td>
<td>-.200 (959)</td>
<td>.175 (959)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unweighted study-level correlations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate and mean absolute relbias</td>
<td>-.357 (59)</td>
<td>.339 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate and median absolute relbias</td>
<td>-.367 (59)</td>
<td>.354 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study-level correlations – weighted by number of estimates</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate and mean absolute relbias</td>
<td>-.412 (59)</td>
<td>.362 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate and median absolute relbias</td>
<td>-.474 (59)</td>
<td>.431 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Study-level correlations – weighted by average sample size</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate and mean absolute relbias</td>
<td>-.494 (59)</td>
<td>.556 (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate and median absolute relbias</td>
<td>-.500 (59)</td>
<td>.575 (59)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All the correlations in the table are significant at the .05 level or lower.
3. Theory for Response Propensity Distributions

Our reanalysis of the Groves and Peytcheva data shows that response rates empirically provide a useful study-level indicator of nonresponse bias. Thus, some reconsideration of the theoretical basis for a relationship between nonresponse rates and nonresponse bias is warranted. We take two approaches to the theory. First, we examine the statistical theory
by assuming the response propensity distributions have specific parametric forms (a continuous beta distribution and a discrete distribution). The value of exploring specific distributions is that it provides insights into the conditions under which increases in response rates will result in lower nonresponse biases. Previous nonparametric approaches have not been very instructive, and simulations may not be relevant to actual survey conditions.

Second, we propose a typology of response propensity models for sample surveys that identify conditions under which different correlations between the response propensities and outcome variables might arise. The goal is to provide models that link the statistical theory to the empirical evidence. These models can also be used to anticipate situations in which large nonresponse biases might be expected. If the models suggest the survey might produce large biases for key estimates without extra efforts, then adaptive survey designs could be implemented to reduce the potential biases.

### 3.1. Parametric Representation of Response Propensities

Using a stochastic perspective, Bethlehem (1988) expresses the bias of the simple expansion estimator of a mean or proportion \( \hat{y} \) as

\[
\text{bias}(\hat{y}) \approx \frac{\sigma_\phi \sigma_y \rho_{\phi,y}}{\bar{\phi}},
\]

where \( \bar{\phi} \) and \( \sigma_\phi \) are the mean and standard deviation of the response propensities, \( \sigma_y \) is the standard deviation of the \( y \)'s, and \( \rho_{\phi,y} \) is the correlation between the response propensities and the \( y \)'s; we assume that all units in the population have a nonzero chance of responding to the survey. As Brick (2013) noted, the response propensities are a function of the survey effort so it is very realistic that some units will not respond to a particular survey protocol.

One rationale for assuming lower response rates should be related to higher levels of nonresponse bias is that the mean of the response propensities is in the denominator of (2), which is why Table 1 included the inverse of the study response rate as a possible predictor of the study-level nonresponse bias. However, in combination with growing empirical evidence of a more complex relationship, the other terms in (2), especially the correlation, have become the focus of theoretical explorations of nonresponse bias (Little and Vartivarian 2005). The R-indicator is a simple function of the standard deviation of the response propensities and (2) makes it clear why it should be related to the nonresponse bias.

Rewriting (2) as

\[
\text{bias}(\hat{y}_{un}) \approx \bar{\phi}^{-1} \sigma_\phi \sigma_y \rho_{\phi,y} = \text{cv}(\phi) \sigma_y \rho_{\phi,y}
\]

where \( \text{cv}(\phi) = \frac{\sigma_\phi}{\bar{\phi}} \) is the coefficient of variation of the response propensities) provides some insight into the role of the response rate in nonresponse bias. Särndal and Lundstrom (2005) used a similar expression but mainly for identifying auxiliary variables for weight adjustment to reduce nonresponse bias.

We examine the implications of (3) when the response propensities have two very different distributions. First, we assume the response propensities have a continuous, Beta distribution with shape parameters \( (\alpha, \beta) \), say \( \phi \sim Beta(\alpha, \beta) \) and \( \alpha > 1, \beta > 1 \). The
mean of the Beta distribution is $\mu = \frac{a}{(a+b)}$ and its variance is $\sigma^2 = \frac{ab}{(a+b)^2(a+b+1)}$. The Beta is often used in fitting densities because, by the appropriate choice of parameters, it can take very different shapes; Schouten et al. (2016) also use the Beta distribution to simulate response propensities. Figure 2 shows four Beta distributions with different shape parameters yet all have the same mean of 0.20. The bias of the mean can be very large when the response propensities have a Beta distribution if the correlation between the propensities and the survey variable ($\rho_{\phi,y}$) is large.

Since $\beta = \frac{a(1-\mu)}{\mu}$, the coefficient of variation of a Beta distribution can be written as

$$cv(\phi; \alpha, \mu) = \sqrt{(1 - \mu)/(\alpha + \mu)}.$$  

(4)

With this expression, the ratio of coefficients of variation of two Beta distributions with the same $\alpha$ is

$$RCV_\beta(\mu|\alpha, \mu^*) = \frac{cv(\phi; \alpha, \mu)}{cv(\phi; \alpha, \mu^*)} = \sqrt{\frac{1 - \mu}{1 - \mu^*}} \frac{\alpha + \mu^*}{\alpha + \mu},$$

(5)

where the coefficient of variation in the denominator has the mean of the propensities fixed at a specified value, say $\mu^*$. Figure 3 shows that $RCV_\beta(\mu; \alpha, \mu^* = 0.8)$ is almost linear and not very dependent on the value of $\alpha$ (values of $\alpha > 5$ are virtually indistinguishable from those with $\alpha = 5$). The figure also reveals that when the mean of the response propensities is smaller than $\mu^*$, then the ratio of the coefficient of variation is greater than 1. For example, when the mean of the response propensities is 0.2 (a 20% response rate), the $cv(\phi)$ in (5) is roughly two times larger than the $cv(\phi)$ when the mean of the response propensities is 0.8.

This relationship between the mean response propensity and the cv of the propensities also holds when the response propensity distribution is discrete and bimodal – a
distribution very different from the continuous Beta distribution. Consider a distribution where some units have a low propensity to respond and the remaining units have a high propensity to respond. This distribution places all the mass at the two points corresponding to the values of low and high (we refer to this as a point mass distribution). In this case, the ratio of the coefficient of variation is easily shown to be a function of the mean of the distribution (the weighted average of the proportion with low and high propensities).

We can express the equivalent of (4) for the point mass distribution as

$$R_{CVP}(m; m^*) = \sqrt[\frac{m}{m^*}(\frac{1}{1-m^*})].$$

The important point is that this ratio, like that with the Beta distribution, increases as the mean response propensity increases.

The two factors that influence the magnitude of the bias and vary with the data collection protocol are the $cv(\phi)$ and $\rho_{\phi,y}$. As shown above for both the Beta distribution and the point mass distribution, the $cv(\phi)$ increases substantially as the mean response rate decreases—lower response rates are associated with greater bias, even if $\rho_{\phi,y}$ increases somewhat.

A common reason for implementing a responsive design is to reduce nonresponse bias when the bias is substantial. (The bias is only substantial when $\rho_{\phi,y}$ is large, say greater than 0.5.) If the responsive design protocol succeeded in increasing the response rate from an initial 50 percent to 80 percent, then the final $\rho_{\phi,y}$ would have to be more than 1.6 (Figure 3) times larger than the value under the initial effort for the bias to increase (assuming the propensities were from a Beta distribution). With the point mass distribution the correlation would have to be more than twice as large. The point is that if a responsive design increases the overall response rate substantially, then it is likely to reduce the biases of estimated means, because it is very unlikely (but not impossible) that $\rho_{\phi,y}$ will increase at even a greater rate than the response rate increases.

---

**Fig. 3.** Ratios of $cv(\phi)$'s ($R_{CV_B}(\mu; \alpha, \mu^* = 0.8)$) for Betas with different $\alpha$ values, by the mean response propensity.
Although the Beta and point mass distributions do not exhaust the possibilities, we regard them as plausible models that illustrate the importance of high response rates. Although it might be possible to find propensity distributions in which the response rates do not matter, we doubt they would be realistic candidates for most actual surveys.

What sort of responsive design protocol might cause an increase in the response rate and the nonresponse bias? Lundquist and Särndal (2013) show that following an initial protocol without major changes is a likely candidate – in other words, continuing more of the same effort that gave rise to the bias in the first place. For a more thorough examination of this issue, we examine several response propensity models.

3.2. Response Propensity Model Typology

Both our reanalysis of the Groves and Peytcheva (2008) data and the parametric representation of the response propensity distribution in the previous section indicate response rates should be correlated to nonresponse bias; a study with a higher response rates should have estimates that have lower average nonresponse bias. The empirical evidence finds that the strength of the relationship is not as large as we might expect based on the theory. Large differences in the correlations between response propensities and the different survey variables (differences in the $\rho_{\phi,z}$’s) would cause substantial within-study variation in the nonresponse bias of the estimates, but is there any reason to anticipate large differences in the correlations?

We propose a typology of response propensity models that may help provide possible explanations for the large variations in the correlations observed in practice. Before presenting the typology, we emphasize that response propensities as discussed in Brick (2013) are a function of both the sampled person’s characteristics and design factors, such as the number of contact attempts and interviewer characteristics. Some of these characteristics may be constant (e.g., sampled person’s sex) and others may change over time (e.g., sampled person’s employment status or health).

First, it could be that some or most of the variation in response propensities is due to factors that have a large random error component. If response propensities are a function of a large number of transient influences (whether the person happens to be sick at the time of the initial contact, his or her mood on that day, how busy he or she is at work, who in the household answers the door or telephone, his or her travel schedule, whether the person read the advance letter or threw it away, whether he or she happens to hit it off with the interviewer, whether the television is on when the telephone rings, etc.), then whether a given person takes part in a study may, in effect, be the outcome of a kind of multidimensional coin flip. Typically, the response outcome is the result of one or two interactions with the study and the random component (sick on the date of contact) is not averaged or smoothed over multiple events. If so, nonresponse is unlikely to produce many estimates with large nonresponse bias, and the average bias should be small. The average bias would be low because the response propensities are unlikely to be related to any stable respondent characteristics. We refer to this as the random propensities model.

A second model postulates that most of the variation in response propensities is determined by study-level design features that are largely unrelated to characteristics of the sample members. We refer to this as the design-driven propensities model. A
mandatory survey (like the American Community Survey, or ACS) that features repeated callbacks and offer opportunities to respond by web, mail, telephone, or face-to-face is likely to produce a high response rate with limited variation in propensities across different sample members. In such a survey, nearly all groups of people are very likely to respond eventually. The high response rate does not prevent some estimates from having substantial biases (McQuillian et al. 1994), but it would be highly unlikely that the average bias would be large. Similarly, a survey conducted over a very short time period, say two- or three-days, with no advance letter or incentive is (in the U.S., at least) unlikely to produce a high response rate. Although it may be unlikely that anyone has a very high response propensity for such a study or that response propensities would vary much across people, there may be subgroups such as the retired persons who are more likely to be respondents. Thus, the bias of some estimates for this subgroup might be relatively large and the average of the biases should be expected to be greater than if the response rate were substantially higher. Nevertheless, if response propensities are mostly driven by features of the data collection protocol rather than by characteristics of the sample members, then most estimates are likely to have relatively low average nonresponse bias. This model may help explain why many low response rate telephone surveys that have been examined still have relatively modest biases.

A third possibility is that propensities are determined, at least in part, by household or person-level characteristics, but the characteristics reliably related to response propensities are only weakly related to most survey variables. For example, age, sex, urban residence, education, home ownership, and having a listed telephone number are consistently related to response propensities across a range of surveys (e.g., Groves and Couper 1998). In general, in the U.S., older people are more likely to respond than younger people, women more likely to respond than men, residents of suburban and rural areas more likely to respond than residents of central cities, well-educated persons more likely to respond than less-educated persons, home owners more likely to respond than renters, people with listed telephone numbers than people without listed numbers, and so on. We refer to this as the demographic-driven propensities model. Again, when this model holds, we might expect most estimates to have relatively low levels of nonresponse bias because the survey variables are weakly correlated to these demographic variables. The estimates based on the few variables that are highly correlated with the household or person-level characteristics are likely to have large biases, but the average bias would still be relatively low.

A fourth model is that response propensities vary both with survey design features and with other characteristics of the sample members. This model – the correlated propensities model – implies that some groups are consistently overrepresented in the respondent set. Biases for the variables highly correlated to these characteristics can be large. This may be true regardless of the overall response rate if the survey protocol produces a high level of overrepresentation of certain groups among the respondents. This corresponds to the missing not at random assumption.

Both the random and design-driven propensities models imply that nonresponse biases should be small on average. These models roughly correspond to the missing completely at random assumption, in which the estimate is unbiased. In the Groves and Peytcheva data, the percentage estimates are off by 2.1 percent on average (this is the mean absolute difference across the 804 proportion estimates, re-expressed as percentages). The
demographic-driven propensities model implies small biases except on survey variables that are strongly related to one or more of the person-level characteristics that often affect response propensities. Even in these cases, if the person-level covariates are observable and used in nonresponse adjustment, the biases in the estimates when adjusted for the demographics should be small (this is similar to the missing at random assumption). Responsive design procedures that increase the response rate should, in these cases, cause average study-level nonresponse bias to decrease, especially if the increase in response rate produces better balance on the demographic variables.

Because estimates with a large average nonresponse bias are most likely to occur when the correlated response propensities model holds, the question is when this arises in practice. A number of studies show that a cluster of variables related to a sense of civic obligation, such as estimates on voting and volunteering, are highly related to both survey participation and these survey outcomes. If a survey attempts to estimate these types of variables, there is substantial potential for large average biases. Tourangeau et al. (2010) find very high levels of nonresponse bias in a survey of voters and nonvoters in the State of Maryland; the voters were strongly overrepresented among the survey respondents, producing large overestimates of the level of political participation. Similarly, Abraham et al. (2009) find that volunteers are strongly overrepresented in the American Time Use Study, introducing systematic distortions in the estimates. Still, in any survey, it is likely that essentially chance factors will affect the propensities, attenuating their relationship to the survey variables and reducing the risk of large biases.

4. Implementing Responsive Design to Reduce Nonresponse Bias

Table 1 shows that the 59 surveys have relatively low average relbiases for most of the estimates, but, even though the overall average is low, there are some estimates with very large relbiases. This is consistent with the typology of response propensity models, where the correlated response propensity model is not likely hold for many survey variables. This has two implications for survey designers considering responsive design to reduce nonresponse bias. First, the average nonresponse bias can be reduced somewhat by increasing overall response rates, but to be effective the response rates must be increased substantially. Second, estimates with high levels of nonresponse bias in a survey that has an average overall level of bias can be addressed only by directing responsive design efforts to counteract specific imbalances in the respondent set. Frame data could be used for this purpose, but auxiliary or frame data are generally not available for many of the items, such as civic participation, that are likely to have large biases. Tourangeau et al. (2017) point out that an alternative is to curtail further efforts with high propensity cases in the hope that this will increase the sample balance with respect to the variables not available during data collection. If this is not an acceptable approach, then the responsive design protocol at least should employ methods that are very different in terms of engaging the nonrespondents. Ideally, the second phase or responsive design stage of data collection should use methods that produce conditional propensities (for the latter stage) that are inversely related to the propensities before the change.

The traditional approach to conducting surveys is to design a data collection protocol and apply it uniformly to all sampled units. This “equal effort” approach is well
established in data collection organizations and can be effective for achieving reasonably high response rates. However, unequal effort methods are central in responsive designs to reduce nonresponse bias.

Three unequal effort methods that have the potential to boost response rates are: (1) changing the mode of data collection, (2) providing higher monetary incentives, and (3) exerting higher levels of data collection effort. Other methods such as using more experienced interviewers and modifying the length of the instrument have been used, but the changes in response rate for these alternatives tend to be modest in most cases (Tourangeau et al. 2017; Groves and Cooper 1998). We briefly describe these three unequal effort methods and discuss their potential for reducing biases in a responsive design.

4.1. Switching Modes

Changing the mode of data collection can result in relatively large increases in response rates. The ACS (U.S. Census Bureau 2014) is an example of a survey that transitions from Internet to mail to telephone and then to face-to-face for a subsample of the remaining nonrespondents. The initial response rates to Internet and mail increase by over 30 percentage points (when weighted for the subsampling) by using the multiple modes. The final weighted response rates are around 95 percent. Messer and Dillman (2011) provide another example of a survey in which switching modes increases response rates. They conducted experiments that began with a low-cost mail invitation to complete a survey on the Internet and then switched to a mail questionnaire. This mode switch increased response rates from the Internet-only approach by 12 to 20 percentage points, depending on other experimental factors.

Implementing a responsive design that switches modes may substantially increase response rates and thus lower average nonresponse bias. Messer and Dillman (2011) also show that the large biases in estimates from the Internet-only data were reduced significantly by switching modes. This implies that, even when mode switches do not target specific groups, the mode switch provides a different response stimulus for some groups of cases with low response propensities to the Internet mode. Switching modes is a form of responsive design that appears to have potential to reduce nonresponse bias in some surveys.

4.2. Incentives

Incentives, especially non-contingent cash incentives, consistently result in higher response rates (Singer 2002). Mercer et al. (2015) conducted a meta-analysis showing that incentives increase response rates, but quickly reach a point of diminishing returns. This finding is consistent with previous research on incentives (e.g., Trussell and Lavrakas 2004). Mercer et al. (2015) find that the increase in response rate due to offering an incentive compared to no incentive ranges from about ten percentage points for face-to-face and telephone surveys to 20 percentage points for mail surveys.

Groves et al. (2000) suggest that incentives might operate to increase the response propensities of those who are otherwise least likely to respond, while having little effect on those with higher response propensities. Under this theory, nonresponse bias should be
reduced because the variation in response propensities are reduced. Although some experiments have shown the theorized effects, many experiments have not (Groves et al. 2006). In these latter studies, incentives increase response propensities overall without reducing the variation in the propensities. Consequently, responsive designs that add incentives are likely to raise overall response rates and may reduce average nonresponse bias somewhat. However, it is unclear when incentives substantially reduce the variation in response propensities and the risk of large nonresponse biases in the estimates.

4.3. Level of Effort

As noted earlier, some surveys adopt an equal effort approach and apply more of the same type of effort to increase response rates. Keeter et al. (2000) report on an experiment in which extra efforts in a telephone survey raised response rates from 36 percent to 60 percent. This increase of 24 percentage points is among the highest in this type of study. Särndal and Lundquist (2014) show substantial increases in sample balance are possible by limiting the number of contact attempts.

Several studies examine the effects of higher levels of effort by computing response rates at various stages of the data collection process rather than manipulating the data collection itself (Bartholomew 1961; Curtin et al. 2000; Särndal and Lundquist 2014). For example, Särndal and Lundquist (2014) look at the estimates that would have been computed if the data collection ended earlier in terms of the number of contact attempts. In these studies, large differences in response rates are simulated.

The effects on nonresponse bias in most of these studies have been relatively small, consistent with the empirical and theoretical evidence presented earlier. Simply changing the level of effort may increase response rates and thereby slightly lower average nonresponse bias, but there is no reason to expect that it will reduce the variation in response propensities. In fact, the findings of Särndal and Lundquist (2014) suggest that doing more of the same type of effort may actually increase the variance of the response propensities in some cases. This implies that responsive designs that simply increase the level of effort are unlikely to reduce nonresponse biases despite increasing the response rate.

4.4. Two-Phase Sampling

Two-phase sampling is a key component in many responsive designs. The first use of the two-phase approach for nonresponse is Hansen and Hurwitz (1946), who proposed a face-to-face follow-up of a subsample of nonrespondents to a mail survey. In their application, the follow-up obtained essentially complete response; the goal of subsampling was to reduce the total cost of the survey. The efficiency is achieved by getting more completes from the low-cost first phase sample.

Building upon this idea, Groves and Heeringa (2006) show that two-phase sampling could be a major tool in responsive designs. However, it is important to realize that two-phase sampling is really about reducing data collection cost, as discussed by Hansen and Hurwitz (1946). Nonresponse bias is not likely to be very different whether all cases or a subsample of cases (appropriately weighted for the subsampling) are included in the second phase if the second phase protocol is similar to the first phase protocol. Two-phase sampling could leave nonresponse bias unchanged, reduce it, or even increase it. To
reduce biases substantially for items with large biases after the first phase, the data collection protocol for the second phase must be effective in obtaining responses from cases with low response propensities in the first phase. As discussed above, the type of targeting in the second phase to reduce the variation in response rates often requires auxiliary data that are not available. In this case, two-phase sampling may help at least to reduce costs, but its effect on nonresponse bias may not be very large.

5. Discussion

As cost pressures continue to mount, alternatives that reduce costs while controlling nonresponse bias are needed and responsive design can be a valuable tool in accomplishing this. Our reanalysis of the Groves and Peytcheva data and our theoretical results show that raising response rates can help reduce average nonresponse bias in the estimates. Responsive design approaches such as switching modes, giving monetary incentives, and increasing the level of effort can be used in some settings to increase response rates. Two-phase sampling, where the more intensive and expensive methods are applied to only a subsample of the cases, can help reduce data collection costs. These methods, when they are effective, help by raising the mean of the response propensities, reducing their variation, or both.

Increasing overall response rates is far from a panacea. The slopes of the regression lines in Figure 1 are not very steep, so the response rate needs to be increased substantially to lower the average nonresponse bias. Much of the variation in the bias of the estimates is within-study and is driven by the correlation between the characteristics being estimated and the response propensities. Thus, the targeting of responsive design features to address those estimates that are expected to have the largest biases is extremely important. Mode switches and incentives sometimes have this effect, but just increasing the level of effort is not likely to be very effective even if it increases the overall response rates. With some characteristics such as volunteering and voting, even mode switches and incentives are unlikely to have a substantial effect on the magnitude of the nonresponse bias.

Weighting for nonresponse is an alternative that may also reduce biases (Särndal and Lundström 2005). Recent research suggests that decreasing the variation in response propensities during the data collection stage may provide additional protection against nonresponse bias beyond what nonresponse weighting can achieve alone (Schouten et al. 2016; Moore et al. 2016; Sturgis et al. 2017; Luiten and Schouten 2013; Särndal et al. 2016). These two approaches to control nonresponse bias are not in conflict, but are complimentary. This is especially true in the United States and other countries where few auxiliary variables related to nonresponse propensities and estimates of interest are known prior to data collection. In this situation, a few geographic characteristics and paradata may be the only data available for responsive design implementation. Other auxiliary data, such as those from the ACS or other large surveys with high response rates, can only be used in nonresponse weight adjustments after data collection. When data are available that could be used for responsive design and for weighting, researchers must evaluate whether investing in reducing imbalance through responsive design is worth the additional cost. Nonresponse weighting should be done regardless of whether a responsive design is implemented.
In practice, we believe data collection and weighting adjustments are not equivalent. Consider a simple example. Suppose the respondent set is not well balanced with respect to income and this variable is available on the sampling frame. Targeting low income nonrespondents by giving them higher incentives may be effective in increasing their propensity to respond. Targeting the data collection effort in this way may also produce a respondent set that is more balanced with respect to other variables that are not on the frame, such as citizenship status. Adjusting the weights of the initial data set might give roughly the same bias reduction for income as using the final, more balanced, respondent set with the same weighting adjustment. However, for other variables, such as citizenship status, the bias may be different for the two weighted data sets. The effect depends on whether the incentive reduces or increases imbalance with respect to citizenship.

Reducing imbalance incurs data collection costs but it may provide a more robust data set for producing a variety of estimates. The decision to allocate additional efforts to reduce bias should recognize both these costs and the potential benefits of the additional data collection with a responsive design. Clearly, a low response rate survey with large imbalances has the most to gain from a responsive design. In this case, large biases may be mitigated and the costs of data collection could be controlled by using two-phase sampling. On the other hand, implementing a responsive design that is aimed primarily at an arbitrary response or yield rate, without targeting or otherwise reducing the variation in the response propensities, is unlikely to be effective.
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